
 

 

 

 

 

 

Colorado Springs Open Space Signage 
Public Open House Feedback 

November 12,2019 
 

Entry Signs – 23% for A, 77% for B 
Votes for A: 3 

Additional Feedback from A Voters:  

- simple, easy to read and maintain (voted A) 
- Rock face is nice and expensive, Ute valley as example as marker away from defined 

trailhead or consider this type of identification. What is the logo? Use city logo? Or Parks 
+ OS logo/brand? (voted A) 

- I like the clean line on this sign - works on mtn & prairie open spaces. I suggest adding 
the colored concrete base for maintenance and extending the clean line. (voted A) 
 

Votes for B: 10 

Additional Feedback from B Voters: 

- Is there a way to make it feel less corporate? A different font perhaps? More colorful? 
- Easy to read, pleasing shape. Not sure I like the concrete under the sign 
- Both designs still feel very business-like, very dark. 
- Bold, attractive, easy to read 
- More natural, aesthetically pleasing 
- Brown color, mountain profile for top 
- With or without stand/base is fine – entry sign, probably better without base 
- Skyline 
- More attractive 
- Represents mountains. Not as shape. But I don’t hate A, just prefer B 

 

 

 



Kiosk Signs – 15% for A, 54% for B, 31% for C 
Votes for A: 2 

Additional feedback from A voters: 

- Once again, I suggest the concrete base (or trimming & clean line. 
- Like mountain cutout/accent at top, include rules of the trail and a link to the digital map 

Votes for B: 7 

Additional feedback from B voters 

- Most functional, least costly. Consider electronic download for mobile device. Use 
consistent look and feel of electronic maps such as existing ones for city 

- 3 panels for information. Like the seating, but again, not sure I like the concrete. 
- Lower profile logo on top is better 
- Seating boulders are nice, have seating boulders and no base. 
- Like the rock seating, again like the interest of the top park of the sign. 

 

Votes for C:4 

Additional feedback from C voters 

- Good use of cutting the sign so it isn’t so boring. Also, no holes in it! The holes on the 
other options will have lots of trash stuck in them.  

- The cutout at the top is nice as it shows the mountain. Likes no holes. 
- Like the material and look. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Wayfinding Signs  
Back County – 8% no vote, 54% for A, 38% for B 

Votes for A: 7 

Votes for B: 5 

Front Country – 54% for A, 8% for B, 38% for C  OR 61% for A, 39% for B 

Votes for A: 7 or 8 

Votes for B: 0 or 1 

Votes for C: 5 

 

Other information to see on Wayfinding 

Elevation: 7 
Points of interest/direction/mileage: 4 (mostly mileage) 
trail difficulty: 4 
trail restrictions: 8 
GPS: 0 
 
Additional feedback regarding wayfinding and other information to include:  

- I’m not crazy about the Carsonite but the other alt. B looks attractive and easy for 
thieves – look into another option 

- Symbols in yield hierarchy – horse, hike, bike 
- Elevation should include gain and loss 
- Mileage to next junction, mileage to trailhead/parking, use least costly method 
- Have had a number of mountain bikers say they can’t see the restriction symbol easily, 

need a better way to designate. 
- Show hierarchy of trail user etiquette – horse, pedestrian, biker 
- Use correct hierarchy – horse, hiker, bike 
- Elevation is not worthwhile having, GPS coordinates are not worthwhile – use space for 

other info, distance is useful, need more info than trail – example: direction to trailhead, 
need arrows both directions for trail  

- Especially include trailhead direction 
- Especially include trailhead direction 
- no GPS 
- round posts for non-right turn intersections 

 

 



 

Map Panels – 8% no vote, 15% for A, 76% for B 
Votes for A: 2 

Additional feedback from A voters: 

- Lots of info, several points of reference  
- Has the information needed for a broad range of users 

Votes for B: 10 

Additional feedback from B voters: 

- High contrast between trail and photo background, distances on trail segments, clarity 
- Showing terrain, contour lines 
- Add more info so it isn’t strictly satellite  
- Like the trail etiquette on this! Graphic is easy to read. 
- The more simplistic the better, but no satellite. 
- Like simplicity 
- Simple, readable, segment distances 
- Less is more. 
- Like the point to point distances 

Other information to see on Map Panels 

Elevation: 9 
Trail Difficulty Level: 3 
GPS coordinates: 1 
 
Additional feedback regarding other information: 

- Easiest route and distances, profile of the property – I think profiles of each trail will be 
cluttered, themed trail loops when part of masterplan, park rules  

- Better indication of trail connections, different color to help show you are on a different 
trail, signage at the intersection.  

- All trails are marked, if not marked, it is not a trail. 
- Elevation is very important for Colorado Springs as trails can go from 6,00 ft to 9,000 ft 

quickly. 
- Include elevation at intersections 
- Would like to see elevation profile 

 

 

 

 



 

Additional Overall Comments 
- I would like to see a wayfinding note trail sign (you are here) for 2-3 major junctions in each 

open space 
- Consider TOPS logo on kiosk panel and a city or parks logo on the entry sign and trail kiosk. 
- Thanks for a great effort – cost, achieve functionality and least expensive  
- For trails that are restricted, downhill only, bikes only, hiking only, be sure to put signage at both 

ends of trail.  
- Trail rules and regs (etiquette) everywhere 
- Thank you! 


